
1 STEPPING WORSTWARDS 

2 BIRKENAU 1944. 

FAMILIES ON THE RAMP.' 

The photographer remains 
anonymous; so too the subjects, 
believed to be Jews deported to 
Auschwitz from Hungary, and 
just disembarked from the train 
that carried them. It is likely that 
everyone we see here was gassed 
within hours, perhaps minutes, 
ofthis photograph being taken. 

You are taking the night train. 
Not because the night train was, or is, in any sense the rightful way of getting 

there. Just one of those things that happen. Air traffic gone awry - arrival in the 
country at odd hours. No room reserved in the capital, nor anywhere else. A seat in 
a railway carriage as warm a place as anywhere to wait for the day. Might as well 
start shifting to the destination of the pilgrimage. 

No plan of yours, then, to enact the part of vicarious victim. But the national 
rail system seems to connive as far as it can. Those apparently random slowings-
down in apparent nowhere; those ten-minute halts in a deep, tree-spoked silence. 
An engine's sudden asthma. You peer into a swampy-dark outside. 

'Where the hell...?' 
Would there were anyone to ask. There have been some fellow-passengers -

grunting, vodka-sodden. They seem to have gone - evaporated, or collapsed. 
A bone-clumping shunt, the squealed scrape of reluctant traction. Off again. 
So it goes, till you arrive at the station and sidings before six with dawn still 

unbroken. 
It is too soon for coffee in the lobby. But a quick pastryman, bashing through 

doors with a warm tray, is slightly lightened of his load. You sit and chew the bun 
upon a drab stone bench and study the plans of the place. A trudging mop-lady's 
transistor emits two unsolicited little international anthems for this adventure. 
'Hold on tight to your dreams,' warns one. 'What's love got to do with it?' cries 
another. 

Beyond the station, connivance continues. Prior to sunrise, the whole town 
looks like old barracks. Rags of smoke flap from low-lain industrial plants: the air 
is sulphurous. Passing a fence, you leap electrically as some unkennelled hound 
crashes alongside and sets up his bloodlust. Big lamps eye an ugly gloom. 

The crusty cold verge creaks beneath your boots and you can hardly fail to be 
glad to be well-heeled. 

Now. There. There is a glimpse of railtrack, unused yet not so olden. It issues 
from brambles and back-gardens, but its direction grows obvious in debutant 
day. It is a spur, and from a fair distance you see where it must go. Past tilled earth, 
ditchworks, and tumuli of turnips - there, a raised pagoda-tower. A tower desig
ned by an architect not lacking in sense of proportion; a tower flanked by officious 
wings of brickwork. It is not a forbidding entrance: somewhat like the portals of 
an English coaching-inn. 

Treading with the sleepers brings you surely to its bourn. 
So here you are. At daybreak, with cockerels all over - and, in early January, 

the air chaffingly sub-zero. Apparently solo: if one can say so; if that can ever 
be-here. 

You have anticipated the latterday guards who patrol this wired-off site 
of UNESCO heritage. Still, there is a torn convenient gap in the rusting barbs. 
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You crunch across the silvered turf, to rejoin the railway track. It runs within the 
compound for almost half a mile. It terminates here, upon a ramp. This has been a 
landmark in the mind's eye. This is the long esplanade of cursory assessment; that 
platform from which some Cable-bodied') were set aside to labour for their new 
masters; the rest (most) shepherded direct into cryptic basements - no further 
than a shuffle, hobble or skipalong from this disembarking place. 

For the swift reliable sequence of confinement, gas, cremation. 
Enlarged images are displayed at the site, on billboards. View, then, how the 

wagonloads huddled once, not so long ago: blinking, clustering close; dwarfed by 
those tall men in steel-grey livery. The wardens jack-booted. But not toting their 
guns, nor even the brisk bull-whip. Rather, lording it over this judgement-place 
with rustic staves and goads - with diligent, almost pastoral gestures - and 
beaming, some of them, a near benign solicitude. Yes, yes - a warm shower after 
that long journey- no lice allowed beyond this point- see, we are not in the ghet-
toes now- down, down, down is where to go. The smiles of well-oiled deception. 

The flock? Half-panicked, half-scuttling along. 
So the pictures say; so every vistor learns to imagine how it was done and exe

cuted - the logistics of the piece. 
You catch yourself straining to listen too. 
The soundless drumming down there. Where the moles now paddle along. 

Industrious moles. Who knows what objects - old canisters, dare say - may clog 
their humus-tunnels throughout this ample compound? Meanwhile the ramp is 
cropped by pert deer. The numbered lodging byres, the slatted storage huts - acre 
upon acre, so true to some orthogonal matrix: so strikingly extensive - today their 
doors are swung open, here and there. Wander at will, like the deer: you are free to 
inspect the planks on which the transient inhabitants were racked and stored. You 
witness, now, that some latter visitors have not felt afraid to mark the plasterwork 
and wood. School parties, perhaps. Teenagers with hormones more pressing 
than this - this pious trail from one blockhouse to another. Seemingly it is all the 
same, the same again, too big to comprehend. A bore, perhaps. 'This is gross, 
man.' Or else -with a shrug- 'Yeah. Like, incredible.' 

Hold on tight to your dreams. 
Brick fingers rise from the muffle-furnace ruins. See, they knew - they knew, 

the executives of this place. How else to explain, with an avenging vanguard 
pounding hard by, that frenetic botched effort to detonate, to eradicate these 
death-efficient installations? 

Burned crematoria. A late flare of shame. The archaeology of a last and sorry 
but saving grace? Maybe. Maybe. 

A crisp blur of uniforms. Ah. The latterday sentries have arrived at the pavilion; 
stamping, huffing into mittened hands. Coffee and laughter within; the first 
flick of greasy cards is easily supposed. But come on, and come away. Let your 
legs perform the once unthinkable. You can simply stroll out from here; depart 
this terminus. 

That was Birkenau: which lies close to a small, dull place in Poland called 
Oswiecim. 
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Ho, poor Oswiecim. Arrive on a January morn, and you find a town terrorized 
by ice. Everywhere the glottal churr of chillsome motors being willed to start. Sun
shine paints the urban roads and fails to embellish them. And it is as well that 
signs denote the museum enclosure which bears the old German name for 
Oswiecim, 'Auschwitz'. All you might otherwise observe, amid the greying post
war precincts, were an establishment of desirable - yes, desirable - elegance and 
sturdiness. Auschwitz 'proper'. How proper it does seem. As its satellite camp, 
Birkenau, presents itself like a refuge for the weary traveller, so Auschwitz has 
its aspect of civility. Stucco and brickbuilt - two-storeyed - spacious attics -
wrought-iron lanterns - tree-lined cobbled avenues - what more bourgeois and 
trim? If you had been told this was once a model habitation created for his work
force by some God-fearing industrialist (cheering motto over the entrance: Arbeit 
macht jrei, 'Work Makes Free'), you would not be surprised. Reception area, 
shower facilities, medical centre, laundry-rooms. Wie heimlich, 'how homely': 
homeliness exemplified. And so fussy about the bed-making here. Hospital 
corners down to the inch and woe betide the slovenly. 

The rooms where former arrivals were clipped and sprayed and tattooed to 
cipher-status now make a vestibule to the museum experience. Pay the modest 
toll. Guidebooks, postcards. 'English? Video?' Video, uidebimus: 'we shall see'. Off 
you go, under that quaint gate with its quaint motto. Some of the respectable-
looking blocks in the tree-lined boulevards have become archives, administra
tion. Others are open for view. With galleries; glass cabinets, if some of unusual 
magnitude; rooms more or less as they were. Museum things - curiosities - for 
you to see and associate with Auschwitz. 'Aids to contemplation', perhaps. A 
purist might quibble over provenance, since such a quantity of these exhibits 
came hauled from those wooden-slatted store-barns at Birkenau; full of confis
cated belongings, a seemingly untold and far-away bounty that prisoners apostro
phized as 'Canada'. But perhaps it does not matter. Let 'Auschwitz' cover what 
happened here, and at Birkenau, and the nearby factory-Lager of Monowitz where 
No. 174517 - the Italian chemist and witness Primo Levi - served. Presently 
enough we shall want the name 'Auschwitz' extended further, as a symbol of all 
the Holocaust. It has become a capacious name, Auschwitz: and it still seems like 
a capacious place. 

Here, though... amongst so many objets trouues... beyond catalogue... what 
to salute? Exactly what can one laggard pilgrim report - that Primo Levi, for 
example, did not tell us? 

This particular pilgrim expected to be rendered speechless; yet carried a note
book around, and found that powers of speech did not entirely collapse. Take, for 
example, that great depository of saved and plaited hair. Banked behind glass, 
piles of fusty brittle clippings. They are oddities to look upon - detached, peculiar 
and nasty. But they resist wordless gaping. Visitors nudge one another, and make 
noises. These are testimonials that count. 

For myself I can say I made the tour; quietly enough, yet making notes of this 
and that. Such as: 

Item. Gallows, portable. Designed for rapid assembly, impromptu use. Nifty 
as any queen's commode. 
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Item. Strewn wire spectacles. Giant nests thereof. The playground barons take 
their sport-with a nimble-brained but cornered prey. 

Item. One resting array of legs, wooden; plus sundry crutches, trusses and 
likewise supports. Notable-bodied, but by God they were trying... 

So? 
So I, for one, say: this was salvage of the flammable, and - considered thus -

truly petty perverse; truly monumental grotesque. Absurd. (You could almost 
laugh.) 

Item. Or should one make it plural? A page headed: Verstorbene Hdjtlincje -
'Inmates Destroyed'. Such well-entered tallies of them. Such a neat ledger. Such a 
schooled hand.. . writing we'd call - in its way- 'careful'; painstaking. 

Hah. 
Item. Toddler's pinafore. No, correction: several. 'Used', yet hardly so - too 

dainty, too dear, too much like miniature workwear. Their dinky slippers, sandals 
andpadderstoo. 

At which point... 
. . . saline blots in notebook... 
As one was due to expect. Sooner or later. 

~k ~k ~k ~k -k 

There is a warning at Auschwitz Museum to the effect that it is unsuitable for chil
dren. As if parents could sally round the place with more emotional competence. 
This is presumptuous, but let us presume that when museum-goers at Auschwitz 
become tearful, tears may not start from the documented numbers as such: so 
many thousands per month - that tidy ledger filled, then abandoned from excess -
the traipse from the ramp of a million and more. Nor, to extend this presumption, 
may the photographic images of mangled humanity cause weeping outright. 
Striped pyjama-folk, gathered mutely at a wire. Bare forked animals - in a pit, in a 
pile - a wickerwork of corpses. Barely to be recognized. Recovered for a camera 
lens but still remote from us. 

I confess -with the due nuance of shame implied by confession - that it took 
a more ordinary monochrome, a mere ordinary monochrome, to blast with 
weepiness this visitor to Auschwitz Museum. 'Birkenau 1944. Families on the 
ramp.' That was the caption. The image includes one young face caught front
on and screwed in apprehension - a boy, under a jaunty cap, socks hooped round 
his ankles. There is a drinking-mug tied to his jacket; all else that he carries is 
an old man's walking-stick. Near to him there is a girl, with a shawl over her head. 
Absorbed and looking down. Not aware of the lens. Not aware, one would 
suppose, of very much at all - except she seems to be fiddling with a button-hole. 
At a guess, she is coming up for five. When buttons can still be hard and fiddly 
to do. 

And? 

And what. Not much, you might say. The suckling curve of her cheek (Rubens 
sketched that convex well). The same profile glimpsed in my own daughter -
coming up for five. So: a personal, familial, 'meta-Jewish' cue to wail. And, as I 
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realize in retrospect, an unforgivably unthoughtful response. The easy tabloid 
strike to the heart: the child framed and posed for innocence eternal. As if 
the notice of a child made the immolation of wizened people any the less grim. 
And as if comeliness in that child should count: as it did on Birkenau's ramp and 
elsewhere, according to Himmler's policy of selecting blond-haired or other
wise 'Germanic-looking' youngsters of the hunted Jewry for redevelopment as 
'Aryan' citizens. 

There. Take a look (2). 
'L'esperance est une toute petite jille,' as Charles Peguy declared: 'Hope is just a 

little girl.' 
Or, as Dostoevsky voiced it through Ivan Karamazov: if it required the suffer

ing unto death of just one small child to achieve perpetual harmony throughout 
the entire world, it were still too high a price to pay. 

I lapsed into common parental dolour. 
On a day like today . . . that girl. . . those lads, with their caps and sagging 

socks . . . as they should have been . . . yes, why not as a poet might see them: 
'skating on a pond at the edge of the wood'. 

It only occurs to me now, to wonder beyond such easy concern. The photo
graph was probably taken by one of the very same guards who ushered these 
people to their deaths. Why did he take it? Was he, conceivably, a father of chil
dren himself? What sort of album was this picture intended to fill - res gestae, 
'things done' - in the course of a good day's work; or some private and illicit diary 
of shame (for Rudolf Hoss, the commandant of Auschwitz, explicitly prohibited 
all photography within camp confines)? 

Did they know what they did? 

•k ~k k k ~k 

Museum. Meaning: 'Place of the Muses'. Reserve of learning; sanctuary of creative 
effort; niche of inspiration. 

Of course, there are ghoulish ensembles elsewhere: all those cranky accou
trements of inquisitors and torturers, manacles dangling in a drip-punctured 
dungeon (thanks to special-effects department); Disneyworld fleshcreepers. But 
when we think of'Museum' as the customary denomination - of the Prado or the 
British or the Getty or the Met - we at least subconsciously acknowledge King 
Ptolemy's original establishment at Alexandria: the 'Musaeum' as haven of human 
knowledge; a place for refreshment of the soul and advancement of the mind. 

To which expectation Auschwitz Museum presents the antithesis. Pride, 
illumination, humanistic glee - whatsoever grace or gratification the museum-
goer habitually seeks - each countered at Auschwitz with its own demeaning 
gravity. Opprobrium in a showcase. Darkness rendered visible. Sadism as artistry: 
the drag-push-tug of that distorted Darwinian slide from man to Untermensch, 
whereby all surreptitious insults to the manners and 'civility' of mankind became 
tickets to survival. 

Survival at Auschwitz proved, in that sense, the survival of the worst. The 
bully-lords, the kayos, fixed its price: survival might be bought by undertaking to 
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pluck the gold dentistry from the jaws of gassed parents, or to grease the bodies of 
kinsfolk for incineration, or toss infants alive into flames. So Auschwitz grows 
into the absolute locus of moral collapse and abasement; the place where, as 
Primo Levi perceived, the best all went under. (In Levi's view, certain fellow-
inmates were murdered at Auschwitz not despite their valour, but precisely because 
of it.) What should an 'Auschwitz Museum' then constitute, if not so many 
prompts to extreme melancholia? 

Yet there is a sense of homeliness there. That building labelled Krankenbau, 
'Sick-bay'. While Auschwitz, conserved, tells us that we enter hell's tenantry of 
earth, yetitalso says: how plausible, how cosy. How'as we are'. 

Aliens did not make the Holocaust. Its makers, they say, liked Alpine 
flowers and Schubert songs. When forests outside Weimar were cleared by the 
SS to create the death-camp at Buchenwald, one tree was specially spared: 
the oak under whose boughs, according to local romance, the great national 
poet Goethe fondly relaxed, and dreamed of lands where lemons bloomed. 
Deutschland, cradle of cultural history; Germany pining for Arcadia. See those 
slate-grey polished gentlemen basking upon the Athenian Akropolis (3). That 
Heinrich Himmler admired the Parthenon may not constitute a reason for 
incredulity at his approval of Auschwitz. Still, it gives the stab of pique to the likes 
of us book-hoarding, art-loving, museum-going folk. Two cheers for culture, 
we sigh. 

What? Only one? 
Less? 

* * * * * 

'AlIeKulturnach Auschwitz... istMiill.' 'All culture after Auschwitz... is trash.' 
Back to Oswiecim station: and nothing beats that refrain. Certainly not those 

slick tinny ditties from the radio. 'What else?' you shrug. A kiosk window packed 
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with the many grinning nabobs of global celebrity. Of course, you think. We get 
what we deserve. 

'All culture after Auschwitz is trash.' Theodor Adorno's drastic indignation 
rings along the rails back to Krakow. Trash, trash, trash, there is nothing left but 
trash. A rattling, prattling, damn-it-all catch-phrase for the pilgrim in retreat. 
What matters now? Humanity rubbished at Auschwitz; humanity rubbished by 
Auschwitz. In similar spirit, Adorno famously declared that it was 'barbaric' to 
write poetry after Auschwitz. And whatever one might feel about Adorno as a 
philosopher, his tags of superb indignation - hasty, strident, comprehensive - are 
welcome on this ride. On the train away from Oswiecim, they ring with a very 
forgivable rage, or Weltschmerz: contempt extended to God and all notions of 
'providence'. 

Theodor Adorno (1903-69) belonged to the predominantly Jewish and 
Marxist 'Frankfurt School' of Social Research, which the Nazis abhorred and 
hounded. He was never at Auschwitz himself: his war years were passed in Cali
fornia, swapping dialectics with fellow emigre-intellectual Max Horkheimer. Yet 
Adorno's angry and banging recourse to the phrase 'after Auschwitz' seems pas
sionate and immediate; it has just the vehemence that the belated witness craves. 
Auschwitz, says Adorno, has imposed upon us all a categorical imperative: to 
think and act in ways that will ensure it does not happen again. For once (and just 
the once, probably), Herr Professor Adorno echoes all those Holocaust-site 
visitor-book entries which plead, in shaky emphatic capitals, 'NEVERAGAIN'. 

We visitors - so late, too late - we rock in the tawdry carriage that bears us 
away. Some good must come of this. 

Adorno wrote: 'Neither Timur nor Genghis Khan nor the English colonial 
administration in India systematically burst the lungs of millions of people with 
gas.' It is Adorno's insistence that those railtracks to Auschwitz lead to a non 
plus ultra: 'the pits'; an absolute depth; fundamental horror. This recognition 
ruins the linear ideal of history as progress, and more. Adorno proceeds to build a 
systematic negativity, or 'melancholic science', from its basis. 'No universal 
history leads from savagery to humanitarianism,' he declares, 'but there is one 
leading straight from the slingshot to the megaton bomb.' Adorno's expositors -
he needs them - define his use of the 'after Auschwitz' prescription as a sort 
of inverse Messianism. If Messianism is the faith in the arrival of a saviour who 
will release us from misery and captivity, then its inverse is Adorno's conviction 
about Auschwitz: Auschwitz as the mark and stratum of evil's permanence. 
The Holocaust accordingly becomes, as another philosopher (the American 
Robert Nozick) styles it, 'an event like the Fall in the way traditional Christianity 
conceived it, something that radically and drastically alters the situation and 
status of humanity'. 

Never mind the 'culture-become-garbage' after Auschwitz. Adorno asks: 
Can one go on living, after Auschwitz? Was it made manifest to damn us all? 

After Auschwitz After Auschwitz, Primo Levi repeatedly likened himself to 
the Ancient Mariner of the ballad by Samuel Taylor Coleridge: a sleeve-tugging 
old nuisance, insatiably eager to tell his ghastly tale over and again to anyone who 
would listen. Levi records how he, No. 174517, would go among schoolchildren 
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with his burning memoranda. Until it dawned on him that he was no longer 
credible. Boys would pipe up and ask why all the numerous inmates never rushed 
to overpower the guards, cut through the wire, heroically to escape. At which 
point Adorno's question became fatally pertinent. Can one go on living after 
Auschwitz? Levi, who had heard certain 'veterans' of Auschwitz howl with laugh
ter at the prospect of going up the chimneys, had no choice but to cease to survive; 
to drop himself down a stairwell. 

As he did, in April 1987, at his old home in Turin. 
So. 
So what? Adorno drags out the following onerous answer for whoever would 

yet believe in the viability of the 'examined life', as conceived by philosophers 
from Socrates onwards. 

'There is nothing innocuous left . . . there is no longer beauty or consolation 
except in the gaze falling on horror, withstanding it, and in unalleviated con
sciousness of negativity holding fast to the possibility of what is better.' 

•k -k ~k ~k -k 

'No one wrote tragedies in the extermination camps,' it has been noted - perhaps 
a cruel note, since merely to possess a writing implement, or any stuff to write 
upon, was the sort of offence at Auschwitz for which the mobile gallows were cus
tomarily deployed. 

Others say there was no tragedy to be written; and that, in any case, the words 
and syntax lack which might describe it all. 

As howls happen before words. 
Pause. While we meditate if silence be more decent than belles-lettres. 

* • • * * 

Belles-lettres or argy-bargy: the word will not stay down for long. 
Even those who have analyzed the failure of language to cope with the topic of 

the Holocaust, or prescribed the decorum of silence for matters deemed 
'unspeakable' - they seem to have done so too eloquently, too noisily, to be per
suasive of the case. Once upon a time there was a 'Liar Paradox': that ancient 
Greek conundrum whereby the philosopher who says 'everything is lies' must 
include his own declaration as a falsehood too. A form of this paradox extends to 
Adorno, too. If all culture - including books, art, philosophy and piano-playing -
if all culture is garbage, then why should we not hurl the many hefty writings of 
Theodor Adorno into the bin? 

'And yet', one wants to say - and yet . . . (say it delicately, as befits the Gentile 
latecomer to the scene.) Auschwitz was not quite absolute in its nature. There was 
Levi's zona grigia, 'grey zone' - that ashen moral half-light in which all blame 
simply wanders, and there is nothing either good or bad, only living. After a 
fashion. The micro-economy of scraps and scrounging and bartered radishes; the 
society of favours, bullying, bribery and guile. Itwas a beggarly subsistence, butit 
was subsistence: itwas 'life' within a camp of death. 
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Rising above Adorno's apocalyptic mandate, we may hear a cracked voice of 
esperance, somehow sustained: it sounds like the wronged man who is everyman, 
Edgar in King Lear, when he cries 'The worst is not, as long as we can say "This is 
the worst"'. Zero help to the families on Birkenau's ramp: yet it echoes all the 
same. And below Adorno's specification of Auschwitz as the very last harbour of 
human injury, there is that steady chuntering roll-call of other names: snatches of 
which, in our time, claim not only mid-European mouthfuls - 'Treblinka', 'Maj-
danek', 'Dachau' - but also, more or less arrestingly, 'Bapaume'. . . 'Beaumont 
HameP... 'Paschendaele'... 'Kolyma'... 'Hiroshima'... 'My Lai'... 'Kigali'... 

A gazetteer of stepping worstwards: 'to be continued...', as the world-weary 
will say. 

But suppose we concur - is it permissible to say, 'in the light of Auschwitz'? -
with Adorno's dismissal of all pre-Auschwitz 'enlightenment'. Suppose we 
accept the classification of our generic selves by one literary critic (George 
Steiner) as 'post-Auschwitz homo sapiens'. So we are 'knowing beings after 
Auschwitz'. In what forms should our knowingness consist? Adorno argued that 
the devolved awareness of horror is essentially an aesthetic condition - so no one 
can ever again say 'How lovely!' without the attached 'responsibility of thought' 
spoiling all loveliness. If that is so, then what remains to us, we who 'come after', 
of beauty - ecstasy - grace? 

'All art is quite useless.' How unhappily Oscar Wilde's salon tinkle chimes 
with the null boom of dialectical rigour. Adorno himself sweeps aside the aes
thete's lily-strewn trail. 'Useless art', art for some enchanting momentary swoon, 
is banished from his scheme. As Adorno decrees: 'The work of art demands more 
than that one should merely abandon oneself to it. Anyone wishing to find the 
Fledermaus beautiful must know that it is the Fledermaus.' Strauss's operetta Die 
Fledermaus, he says, if considered purely by itself, makes no sense, achieves no 
beauty. Art is art by the sanction of decorum, and decorum is born of the layerings 
of tradition and accretion. If we live in the moment, such decorum cracks apart. 

In short we are burdened and possessed; harried by the muse who is 
Mnemosyne-Moneta - remembrance and admonition. If we have not seen the 
worst then we may feel we have been close enough. But even when Adorno ends by 
hoping for nothing to exist, he does not preach quietism. If culture 'failed' to 
prevent Auschwitz, that is not sufficient cause for resignation. 

Auschwitz Museum may moulder (as it is mouldering). 
The grass spreads green atBirkenau. 
The onus of knowing remains. 

it ~k it it ~k 

Vie Menschheit hat ihre Wiirde verloren, aber die Kunst hat sie cjerettet' 

There is a puerile satisfaction in calling upon the principled German Roman
tic literature of aesthetics to move us forward. 

'Humanity lost its worth. Art restored i t ' Friedrich Schiller supplies the text. 
Insomuch as this liberal, 'Enlightened', late eighteenth-century creed was made 
forlorn by Auschwitz, we may want to share with Adorno a disparagement not 
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only of all culture after Auschwitz, but indeed of all culture before Auschwitz, too. 
But assume we accept the historical particularity here. We know, like Adorno, 

that concentration camps were invented by the British in South Africa; but 
Auschwitz was made by Nazism - a political ideology precisely conceived and 
precisely practised in the country of Schiller and Adorno. And one aspect of that 
ideology was Kulturpolitik. 'Rarely was a national government's cultural ambition 
higher': an observation made by the modern German historian Joachim Fest 
not of the British (as if), but of the Nazis. Kulturpolitik - the administration of 
national aesthetics - was trenchantly embedded in the programmes of Nazism. 
So, not only Hitler (a failed artist) but also most of his henchmen - even the beery 
Goring-prided themselves as connoisseurs. Paragons of taste: 'cultured' types. 

After their fashion. As they categorized various human beings - Jews, gypsies, 
homosexuals, Marxist agitators - as disposable rubbish, so the makers of 
Auschwitz assembled their own definition of culture-as-garbage. It began with 
the book-burnings of 1933, fuelled by what the Nazis considered to be biblio-
trash - including the works of Freud and Proust. Then there was the great gather
ing of 'Degenerate Art' (Entartete Kunst) first put on display by Hitler's chief 
propagandist, Goebbels, in Munich in 1937. Some of the names of the forcibly 
selected exhibitors are not surprising, as obvious targets to be deemed as garbage 
on the doorstep of the Third Reich: Otto Dix, Max Ernst, George Grosz, Kurt 
Schwitters (why, in the case of the last-named, he openly went about the streets 
collecting litter with which to make litter-pictures, his so-called Merzbildern). But 
other artists in the Nazi salon of degenerates were called in from further afield: 
Braque, Chagall, de Chirico, Derain, Ensor, Gauguin, Van Gogh, Kandinsky, 
Klee, Kokoschka, Leger, Matisse, Modigliani, Mondrian, Munch, Picasso, 
Rouault, Vlaminck. 

For the time, a fair trawl through the European ranks of outlaws, wastrels and 
renegades. 

And in retrospect: nothing less than a redemptive register of virtuosi by 
default; a catalogue of proscriptions from which the bewildered liberal soul may 
draw some comfort. For if'art' had co-existed with Auschwitz - if, under Nazism, 
it had been business as usual for all contemporary artists, architects, writers, 
composers, academics and so on - then surely Adorno would be right: the worth 
of'culture' would have dwindled to null. 

The truth is, rather, that National Socialism was Philistinism. 
There is a coda to the observation that 'rarely was a government's cultural 

ambition higher', and it is ponderously true by general consensus: 'never was the 
result more provincial and insignificant'. Such artists as collaborated with 
National Socialism are generally reckoned to have been mediocrities (though one 
or two Nazi-sympathizing academics, such as the philosopher Martin Heidegger, 
salvaged some distinction). Again, it is of no redeeming use to the victims of 
Birkenau to declare that aesthetes in jackboots are boors and fools. Butwe see that 
the gross cultural pessimism which Theodor Adorno extracted 'after Auschwitz' 
has its own context and frame. Adorno himself came to regret his oft-quoted 
diktat (of 1949), that to write poetry after Auschwitz was 'barbaric'; eventually 
he would concede that 'perennial suffering has as much right to expression as a 
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4 THE TRIUMPH OF DEATH 

Pieter Brueghel, c. 1562-64 

On an almost miniaturist scale, 
Brueghel composes a panorama 
of death and destruction 
which has been described 
as 'a secular apocalypse'. 

tortured man has to scream'. But Adorno never had the intellectual largesse to 
admit what we must reclaim as a durable truth: that 'culture' is a salve of our being. 

Art keeps us going, in our wounded state. 

• • • • * 

Madrid. Some months later. 
You are standing in a gallery and what you are looking at seems to be a sort of 

graphic premonition (4). 
Victims driven into tunnel-mouths. Above, beyond - the ashy warmth of 

bodies burned. 
Gibbets prick the skyline. 
Skulls, skulls: being trundled away like a cartload of mangels. 
The rag-child hooked over a coffin's edge. 
Scatter of futile effects (scrip-satchels; shoes; plumed cap). 
Some were caught while at play: their game-boards are overturned, their cards 

are decked, and their wine-flasks gurgling to waste. An agent of despatch - grinning 
with the grimace that must be worn by virtue of the office - winds up the dance of 
death with a hurdy-gurdy tune. 

A crow struts on horseback. 
Nothing holds the ranks of wraith-advance. They have scythes, daggers, 

hempen nooses and the long swords of ceremonial decapitation: but everywhere 
they chivvy and shovel for all the world as if they were about a hectic business 
called the Final Solution. 
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